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LEAP REU Information Session - Agenda

● Introduction and overview of LEAP

● Summer 2023
○ Research Mentors
○ Goals
○ Program elements
○ Eligibility

● Application
○ Dates & Deadlines

● Frequently Asked Questions



Strategic Vision: Climate Data Science to 
revolutionize climate projections

STC: LEARNING THE EARTH WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND PHYSICS
Columbia | NYU | UC Irvine | Teachers College | U. Minnesota



● Reliability: Establish data-driven climate 
projections

● Utility: Launch platform for bidirectional 
knowledge transfer between science + society

● Reach: Strengthen pipeline by training
diverse climate data scientists

● Novelty: LEAP will leverage + advance data 
science across the entire climate model pipeline

LEAP forward in the reliability, utility, and reach of 
climate projections through synergistic innovations in 

data science and climate science.



LEAP Roadmap



• Challenge: Create high-reliability climate projections
• Solution: Harness new ML + data to transform the open NSF-funded 

Community Earth System Model (CESM) -  we have proofs of concept

New Parameterizations Next-Generation CESM More Accurate Projections

Observations

Science Challenge 1: Develop Next-Generation climate model

High-Fidelity Models

New Algorithms

Gentine et al., 2018 Geo Res Letters, Newsom, Zanna et al., 2020 Geo Res Letters; Bronselaer + Zanna, 2020 Nature;



Science Challenge 2: Create Next-Generation Algorithms

• Challenge: ML algorithms need to respect physics, better extrapolate + 
be interpretable 

• Solution: Include physical + causal knowledge to robustly extrapolate 
+ understand

New Algorithms

Better 
Extrapolation, 

Generalization + 
Interpretability



Education Objectives: Equitably + Inclusively Train 
Climate Data Scientists

• Challenge: Distinct fields + vocabularies limit collaborations + progress
• Solution: Forge the new climate data science discipline via convergence 

between education + research
● Research-integrated  transdisciplinary curricula, 

with immersive research experiences
- LEAP graduate fellowships and a REU program
- A graduate certificate in Climate Data Science
- A summer program for K-12 teachers

● Increase representation of URMs in climate data 
science through Bridge programs and partnerships 
(e.g., SOARS).

● Integrate DEI across recruitment, research, 
education



● LEAP STC is committed to building a diverse research community at the 
intersection of geosciences and data sciences

● Research experiences will introduce undergraduate participants to 
transdisciplinary science at Columbia 

● Participants will engage in team learning around a meaningful project, and 
participate in professional development activities

● Participants will build learning and professional relationships through vertically 
integrated mentoring in a world-renowned research environment 

Overview of LEAP REU Program: Goals



● Offers summer undergraduate research experiences (SUREs) on synergistic innovations 
in data science and climate science under the supervision of a LEAP expert

● Offers a 3-week Momentum Bootcamp over Zoom to develop necessary skills for an 
impactful research experience

● Offers a wide array of enrichment learning and networking opportunities, plus training 
in data science 

● Offers collaborative partnerships with the Summer at SEAS program, the DSI Scholars 
program, and the Significant Opportunities in Atmospheric Research and Science 
(SOARS) program at UCAR

● Stipend and summer housing cost support

Overview of LEAP REU Program Elements

https://studentresearch.engineering.columbia.edu/summer-at-seas
https://cu-dsi-scholars.github.io/DSI-scholars/
https://soars.ucar.edu/


Momentum Bootcamp Instructors (Virtual)

Julius Busecke
Week 1: Data, Computing and Collaboration

Manager for Data and Computing, LEAP;
Associate Research Scientist, Lamont-Doherty 

Earth Observatory of Columbia University; 

Tian Zheng
Week 3: Paper Reading and Presentation

Chief Convergence Officer & Education 
Director, LEAP; Professor & Chair of the 

Department of Statistics, Columbia University

Candace Agonafir
Week 2: Foundations in ML and 

Climate Modeling
Principal Engineer, Martha & Alexander 

Engineering Co. 



Research Mentors

Data Science Research Mentor
Program Director, LEAP;

Maurice Ewing and J. Lamar Worzel Professor 
of Geophysics, Columbia University

Computational Climate Science Research Mentor
Institutional Integration Director, LEAP;

Associate Professor of Earth System Sciences, 
University of California, Irvine; Director for 

Climate Simulation Research, NVIDIA

Data Science Research Mentor
Associate Professor of Computer Science and 

Statistics, University of California, Irvine



Machine learning to break deadlock in achieving 
climate simulations with high-resolution physics.

● Climate model predictions are full of uncertainty. Some of it is because processes like cloud 
formation are crudely represented simply because they are too computationally intensive to 
model explicitly. 

● Multi-scale climate models that embed small realizations of these explicit physics provide an 
opportunity to sidestep Moore’s law, by learning these physics with machine learning models.

● Once trained, the machine learning models can be coupled to the climate predictions, with fast 
inference allowing high-resolution physics in climate simulations ahead of schedule. 

An open research challenge is finding reproducible, reliable ways to achieve performant ML 
workflows in situations of real-world operational complexity. In this context, LEAP has innovated a 
ML training data set harvested from a state-of-the-art climate simulator, which exposes REU 
students to the relevant pipeline issues in a real-world research setting at the frontier of 
climate science and data science.



Climate model predictions are full of uncertainty

 
- Example: Low clouds.
- How they will respond = multi-trillion 

problem for society.
- In current models, cloud-forming processes 

only crudely represented.
- Too computationally expensive to model 

explicitly, make assumptions instead.
- Assumptions = uncertainty.

 



- Multi-scale climate models embed small 
realizations of explicit cloud physics.

- Learning them with ML = opportunity to 
sidestep Moore’s Law.

- Once trained, ML models can be coupled 
to planetary climate predictions.

- Contains key ML challenges:
- Stochasticity
- Process complexity (turbulence + 

microphysics + radiation)
- Coupling ML models to physics codes

ML to break deadlock: Multi-scale physics data

 



- Hot off the press with new frontiers:
- Full complexity of real-geography
- Full variable set, causal completeness.

- Co-developed w/ software engineers at a 
state-of-the-art climate simulation foundry.

- Exposure to real-world research.
- Pipelining relevant data variables, formats.
- Multiple levels of ML ambition available

- Coarse resolution (5-6 degree)
- Ambitious resolution (1.5-degree)

In this LEAP REU you will be exposed to the best 
multi-scale climate model data library for ML.



Thinks of these data as climate version of MNIST

 

- MIST: Categorizing digits

- From the history of ML in image space.

- Coordinated competitions paved the way 

for real world applications.

- Moderate complexity challenges Isolating 

first order challenges.

- LEAP is making a “climate MNIST”

- You can be one of the first to work on it.



Learning Outcomes
● Familiarity with datasets used in modern climate simulations:

○ Baseline “ML Operations” 

○ Quality controlling and data engineering, 

○ Building training pipelines to perform machine learning, 

○ Assessing goodness of fit

○ Exploring promising new algorithms. 

● Advanced possibilities:

○ Stochastic and generative deep learning algorithms

○ Fittting the non-deterministic component of chaotic cloud dynamics.



Potential Continuation after Summer…

● Successful or standout fits could be considered for follow-on work that goes to the next step 
of coupling well-performing architectures to global climate simulators. 

● The resulting “hybrid” (ML+physics) climate simulators may exhibit interesting pathologies or 
physically desirable behaviors, either of which provide  opportunities for collaborative 
analysis of climate prediction output.



Schedule + Expectations
Momentum Bootcamp (Online)

● June 5–23: 1–2 hours of live class per day + 4 hours of self-guided learning for 4 days/week.

Research (On-Campus)

● June 25: Campus Move-in

● June 26–July 28
○ 30 hours per week 
○ Weekly social and professional development events.
○ Final presentations on July 27.

● July 29: Move-out 



Eligibility + Application

Eligible Students
● Students who will be a rising sophomore, junior, or senior in Fall 2023
● Students who are current SOARS Protégés
● Students must be a US Citizen or Permanent Resident*

Application Requirements (due March 10, 2023 at 11:59 p.m.)
● Resume
● Transcript (unoffical is acceptable)
● Statement of interest (maximum 500 words) about your goals for research this summer and 

your future plans
● One reference who will provide a recommendation letter

leap.columbia.edu/education/leap-summer-reu-program23



Important Dates

● February 24: Application opens

● March 10: Applications due by 11:59pm EST

○ Recommendation letter may be submitted after March 10

● By March 31: Application decision notification

● June 5–June 23: Momentum Bootcamp (Online) 

● June 25: Campus move-in

● June 26–July 29: REU Program on-campus in NYC



Frequently Asked Questions

● Can students reach out to LEAP researchers directly, or submit applications directly to the 
project PI? 

● Will this program be in person, virtual, or hybrid? 

● Are rising Seniors eligible to apply? 

● Will summer housing be provided?

● Are international students eligible to apply? 

● How much is the stipend for the 8 weeks? 

leap.columbia.edu/education/leap-summer-reu-program23



Questions?
Please contact us at 
leap@columbia.edu 

mailto:leap@columbia.edu

